Song at the EHRS meeting in Belfast 2012

Melody: It’s a long way to Tipperary

It’s a long way to come to Belfast
It is way to the West
It’s a long time since Giant’s gone past
And our Maddy’s done the best!
Hallo, all our dear friends
Here we are again
It’s so nice to meet in Northern Ireland
In Belfast with rain

We had discussions at Round Table
It’s about the H4
And in the evening we were able
to taste the Whiskey more
Neuroinflammation
Bea talked about
Then the Young Researchers competition
They all will stick out

Honor Members were first appointed
Haas and Huszti topmost!
Lots of young ones were decorated
Both for bursary and COST
H4 activation
binding histamine
Holger Stark was giving us a lecture
Our Walter in mind!

It was a splendid organization
And we all loved it here
For the science and inspiration
we will all for Maddy cheer
Maddy you’re fantastic!
We will soon be back
But we’ll join again to meet Agnieszka
in Poland next year.

Coming back from the Giant’s Causeway
On the stones we could run
At the Galgorm we had a nice stay
And then lots of Irish fun
Next day for the Geoff West
Bradding made the day!
There were lots of mast cells that we love best
And many can play